THE HIGH STAGE
birth, life, death, character (on important person-
ages) ;   advantages,    disadvantages,    conclusion
(a country life, etc.) ;
structure, uses, upkeep (the cow, etc.).
The idea presumably is that if the pupil is given half
a dozen frameworks, all he has to do with any topic set
him is to decide into which it fits best and start away.
The framework, however,  should fit the matter and not
-vice versa.    And the secret of success is to have enough
matter  of the  pupil's  own to  suggest  its own  most
suitable ordering.
3.	It is not advisable to make all pupils adopt the
same way of arranging their ideas.    One way (the one
-which I adopt myself if my ideas come to me somewhat
-at random) is to jot down all the relevant ideas which
come to the mind concentrating on the subject, and then
to number them off in order of most effective presentation
to a reader.   There is thus a provisional plan to work on.
But often, in fact usually, this provisional plan alters and
develops as the writing proceeds and fresh ideas arise as
one warms to the work.    Similarly the pupil must not
be the slave of his plan ; but after finishing his writing he
may be encouraged to attach—marginally or otherwise—
.a brief outline of his exposition.
4.	The connection between each paragraph or sub-
topic must be clear in the pupil's mind.    For this reason
he may examine in his reader or elsewhere examples of
paragraphing, of the different kinds of connection obtain-
ing between paragraphs, and the methods- of making
those connections clear to the reader.    There is a right
-and a wrong way of introducing every paragraph.    A
good method of enforcing this lesson is to confront the
Tpupil with pairs of paragraphs,  otherwise  similar but
differently introduced.
 5.	The necessity of  order within these paragraphs
•can be similarly taught, and the importance for stating
the theme of the paragraphs of its introductory sentences,
•and of its concluding sentences for driving the message"
home.
 6.	Experiments may be made with different types of
sentence,    periodic,    loose,   and   (possibly)    balanced
sentences and with the effect of varying word orders.

